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Experimental requirement : low magnetic field noise environment

MAGNETIC FIELD STABILITY W ≠ 0



MAGNETIC SHIELD

Magnetic stability

– Usual lab Kuctuations ~10mG

– 10Hz linewidth with 1.4MHz/G sensitivity → 1μG stability required

– High Delds (20G) for sample preparation

Magnetic stability

– Usual lab Kuctuations ~10mG
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– High Delds (20G) for sample preparation
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Magnetic stability

● Using the atoms as magnetometers
– RF transition probability depends

on detuning

– Measure the magnetic 7eld at
each repetition (30s)

– Stability of 2μG over an hour

Farol7 et al. Accepted on Review of Scienti-c Instruments

Farolfi et al., Rev. Sci. Instrum. 90, 115114 (2019)

Field stability: 
A few µG
over hours

Attenuation: 105

W ≠ 0



TWO-LEVEL SYSTEM

W

Phase diagram

MiscibleImmiscible

W ≠ 0

Z2 symmetry
breaking



FARADAY WAVES (miscible mixture)

Measurement of density and spin dispersion relations

Massive spin excitationsMassless spin excitations

Cominotti et al., PRL 128, 210401 (2022)

W ≠ 0



TWO-LEVEL SYSTEM - Single atom

W

Generic state of the system

Bloch Vector

Population difference
Phase difference

Dynamics: Precession about W at

Spin (state)

W ≠ 0



TWO-LEVEL SYSTEM – interacting particles (immiscible mixture)

Single atom

Many-body 
interacting system

( D = 0  case )

Interaction-driven dynamicsCoupling-driven dynamics
0 1 2

sz/n
+1

-1

1

Rb immiscible mixture
Single mode (0D, no position dependence)
= uniform density case

Zibold et al., PRL 105, 204101 (2010)

W ≠ 0

Z2 symmetry breaking
Bifurcation



MAGNETIC ANALOGUE

Ferromagnetic
anisotropy

Transverse
External field

Longitudinal
external field

Magnetic (spin) 
interactions

Coupling
detuning

Coupling
strength

Ferromagnetic
anisotropy

External Transverse field

Ferromagnetic
anisotropy

W ≠ 0



PHASE DIAGRAM

Para to Ferromagnetic QPT

Cominotti et al., 
in preparation (2022)

W ≠ 0



EXPERIMENT Measurement of the equation of state of magnetic systems

Cominotti et al., in preparation (2022)

W ≠ 0

Na
Hysteresis
width

Hysteresis
observation

Hysteresis
simulation



Cominotti et al., in preparation (2022)

DIVERGING QUANTITIES AT THE CRITICAL POINT

Susceptibility

Magnetization fluctuations

Domain walls
Between ferromagnetic regions

W ≠ 0

➞ POSTER 10 (Cominotti) 



Rb
F=2,mF=+1
F=1,mF=-1
dg<0

OUT-OF-EQUILIBRIUM EXP SIM

1D  extended system

dynamics

Nicklas et al., PRA 92, 053614 (2015)

W ≠ 0

Nonlinear dressed states

Nicklas et al., PRL 92, 107193 (2011)



Bifurcation happens to the maximum energy, 
not to the minimum energy state

Na
F=1,mF=-1
F=1,mF=+1
dg>0

Initial state: 
far-from-equilibrium (whole system in |-1> )

DYNAMICAL PHASE 
TRANSITION

Different evolution
In different regions

Farolfi et al., Nat. Phys. 17, 1359 (2021)

OUT-OF-EQUILIBRIUM W ≠ 0

Magnetic heterostructure
Magnetic interfaces
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Adding external degrees of freedom:

Spin 
advection

Quantum torque

n satisfies continuity eq.
s does not

Dissipationless LLE

ṅ+ @xj = 0
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Spin current

Constant n:

Landau
Lifshitz
Equations

Local evolution

Farolfi et al., Nat. Phys. 17, 1359 (2021)

QUANTUM TORQUE W ≠ 0



GPE

Experiment

Farolfi et al., Nat. Phys. 17, 1359 (2021)

QUANTUM TORQUE W ≠ 0



Spin waves with anticorrelations
On lengths of a few xs

Farolfi et al., Nat. Phys. 17, 1359 (2021)

MAGNETIZATION CORRELATIONS W ≠ 0



Quark confinement

u

d

Component 1 Component 2

d

u

VORTEX CONFINEMENT

Tylutki et al., PRA 93, 043623 (2016)
Gallemí et al.,PRA 100, 023607 (2019)

Son and Stephanov, PRA 65, 063621 (2002)
Eto and Nitta, PRA 97, 023613 (2018)

u u

d

d

u

Vortex-antivortex
pair

Coherently coupled
Mixture in 2D

u

2p

QUARK CONFINEMENT W ≠ 0
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QUARK CONFINEMENT

u

d

MINORU ETO AND MUNETO NITTA PHYSICAL REVIEW A 97, 023613 (2018)
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FIG. 3. Motion of a ud baryon (! = 0–175 with a step "! = 5) with Rini/R! = 24. #" is plotted. The spatial region #y $ ["15,15]2 is
shown. u = 2u12 = 10$ = 1.

As TSG is proportional to
%

$, Rc reduces (enlarges) for a
large (small) $. As both Uūu and Uconf are attractive for the
meson, Rc for the meson is smaller than that for the baryon for
u12 > 0.

The disintegration of a baryonic molecule in a harmonic
trapping potential was reported in Ref. [24]. In the current
study, we investigated both baryons and mesons. In contrast
to in findings in [24] (u12 = 0), we consider u12 > 0 and a
homogeneous system without a trapping potential to exclude
external effects from the environment and focus on conse-
quences purely due to confinement.

(a) Baryonic molecule. We conducted numerous simula-
tions for various initial molecule sizes Rini. To provide a
benchmark, we set $ = 0.1 with the equilibrium length R0 =
0.66R! and critical length Rc & 21R!. We set Rini much larger
than R0. ud rotates as if it is a solid stick when its size is not
extremely large, for example, Rini = 8R!. When we further
enlarge the molecule (Rini = 20R!), though ud does not break
up, the soliton starts twisting sideways. When Rini becomes
larger than the critical value Rc, fragmentation occurs for
Rini = 24R!, as shown in Fig. 3.

In detail, the fragmentation occurs as follows. The u and d
vortices at the edges rotate rapidly with the period given in the

asymptotic formula (18); however, the long soliton maintains
its initial position. As a result, a large gap emerges between the
rotation speed of soliton near the edge and center. This causes
the soliton to curve and break up. The fragmentation always
occurs at points near the edges. After short baryons are released
from the edge, an antibaryon remains at the center. As shown
in Fig. 3, the two baryons at the outer sides rotate clockwise
and simultaneously revolve clockwise. The revolution speed
of the two outer baryons is much slower than the rotation
speed of a long original baryon before breaking up. This is
because after the fragmentation, the two short baryons at outer
sides are no longer connected by the soliton, reducing the
interaction, and therefore the rotation speed is very small.
However, the antibaryon at the center rotates counterclockwise.
Interestingly, the lengths of baryon and antibaryon oscillate
from time to time. If we place an even longer baryon initially,
it splits up into smaller pieces [31].

(b) Mesonic molecule. For concreteness, we again set $ =
0.1. We initially prepared ūu. A short meson runs downward
with a constant speed as a solid stick. A slightly longer meson,
shown in the panels of the line Fig. 4(a) for Rini/R! = 16
breaks up into a pair of baryon and antibaryon by creating d̄
and d at the middle, as ūu ' ūd̄ + du. The pair continues

(a)

(b)

(c)

FIG. 4. (a)–(c) Motions of a meson (! = 0–40 with a step "! = 5) with Rini/R! = 16,22,28, respectively. See the caption of Fig. 3 for the
parameters.
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Meson dynamics
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VORTEX CONFINEMENT
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W ≠ 0




